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In the Dark Ages: 
Reconciliation in the Americas and Australia 
 
Amid the noise around the Summit of the Americas in Quebec City in late April, and 
all the wordiness of the government leaders’ Final Statement – against AIDS and for 
‘democracy’! – its section on indigenous peoples may have been missed. 
 
We will work to ensure that the input from [major recent indigenous 
gatherings] is reflected in the implementation of the Summit of the Americas 
Declaration and Plan of Action.  We support efforts towards early and 
successful conclusion of negotiations on the Proposed American Declaration 
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, which will promote and protect their 
human rights and fundamental freedoms. 
 
We consider the cultural diversity that characterizes our region to be a source 
of great richness for our societies.  Respect for and value of our diversity must 
be a cohesive factor that strengthens the social fabric and the development of 
our nations. 
 
This and the Summit ‘Plan of Action’ reportedly owe much to Canadian prime 
minister Jean Chrétien, a former long-serving indigenous affairs minister.  It may be 
worth saying in the dark night of contemporary Australia’s race and ethno-cultural 
debates that the last two sentences are entirely sincere.  That is, social and cultural 
diversity are, indeed, considered valuable and broadening in much of the world. 
 
Preceding that Summit the major Canadian Indian, Métis, and Inuit organisations 
assisted by the federal government held an Indigenous Peoples Summit of the 
Americas.  The key rights they asserted on March 31 in their Declaration, were: 
 
a) The right to our lands and territories, including subsoil and natural resource 
rights; 
 
b) Self-determination and self-governance and recognition of traditional 
authorities; 
 
c) Respect and protection of our sacred cultural and ceremonial sites; 
 
d) Protection of our heritage, and our intellectual and cultural property rights; 
 
e) Respect for our oral histories and laws. 
 
Canada’s national Indian Grand Chief addressed the heads of government Summit on 
April 20 on behalf of all those indigenous peoples, saying inter alia, 
 
We, the Indigenous Peoples of the Americas, are the original governments of 
this continent.  We are still here.  Yet we have not been invited to be full 
participants in these deliberations.  Instead, I have been invited here to do the 
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impossible.  In four minutes, one indigenous leader cannot speak to 500 years 
of colonial history across a continent, to our injuries, to our concerns, to our 
aspirations, and to our rights. ... Indigenous Peoples are not a component of 
“civil society”.  Our contribution to the political, economic, cultural and 
spiritual landscape of this continent is as Governments, as Nations and as 
Peoples. 
 
Before anyone gets excited about the word ‘nations’ with or without a capital N, it 
was a common term of King George III and his era in relations with indigenous 
peoples.  The condescension and even derision of whites towards indigenous peoples 
and treaties made with them or other agreements came later.  That is, only when the 
White Man felt strong enough to settle continents as he wished and push aside their 
peoples – e.g., when they were no longer needed as war allies or basic economic 
producers in the fur trade in Canada’s case – did he disregard his earlier solemn 
commitments and change his manners towards ‘the natives’.  Powerful new histories 
like Miller’s Skyscrapers Hide the Heavens (3rd ed., 2000) and Wilson’s The Earth 
Shall Weep (1998) tell the whole story clearly for Canada and USA respectively.  The 
revival of abused or ignored treaties in New Zealand, USA., and Canada in recent 
decades is overdue but no less impressive for that. 
 
Imperial governments and their governors on far continents were anxious to avoid the 
bloodshed, costs, and loss of political control which their unruly and grasping colonist 
compatriots risked through mistreatment or misunderstandings vis-à-vis indigenous 
peoples.  Britain’s two wars with the young USA over rights and borders in Indian 
Country (1776-1783 and 1812-14), and centralist Russia’s sale of Alaska in 1867 to 
avoid conflict with other powers in the North Pacific far from home, are examples of 
this principle at work. 
 
When Liberals win the British Columbia (BC) election in coming weeks – a hard 
Right party little like the federal Liberals in Canada – the Prime Minister may have 
cause to invoke the principle again.  BC leader Gordon Campbell is threatening to 
unwind the constitutional processes so painfully brought to birth in BC to address the 
historical legal and constitutional failures in that province to make peace with the 
Indian nations.  Having done nothing positive vis-à-vis Indians until they battled their 
way though the courts to demand attention, the BC government and white public have 
no moral leg to stand on.  The Indians are angry and everyone, except perhaps Mr 
Campbell, knows that they can shut down BC and its economy – and knows that the 
Canadian public and national government are more sympathetic to them than to 
populist parties tearing up treaties!  (The BC indigenous-white history up to the major 
recent court cases is well told by Tennant in Aboriginal Peoples and Politics:  The 
Indian Land Question in British Columbia, 1849-1989, Vancouver, 1990). 
 
The Grand Chief continued to the Quebec Summit, 
 
We have certain fundamental concerns about governance and trade in the 
present day.  As the Peoples that have been pushed aside and sacrificed in the 
500 year rush to colonize and exploit this continent, we are now insisting that 
our fundamental social, economic, environmental and other human rights be 
respected and made paramount. 
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Since our first contact with Europeans, our position and condition in the 
Americas has failed to improve.  For us, the taking and theft of our lands and 
resources, and the imposition of alien forms of governance and economic 
activity, has meant mass poverty, ill health, marginalization, loss of language, 
and – often – extinction. 
 
Canadian indigenous politics and government relations have been robust for decades.  
These have been more productive than the disingenuous and studied politesse of 
patronising ministers which preceded it – and in which Australia seems recently 
confined.  All the same, Canada’s indigenous leaders and governments have worked 
out many practical agreements and created a new policy framework.  (This is detailed 
in my ‘”Nations with whom We are connected”:  Indigenous Peoples and Canada’s 
Political System’, an earlier version of which appears in Challenging Politics: 
Indigenous Peoples’ Experiences...’, ed. Kathrin Wessendorf, Copenhagen, 2001.) 
 
This is not so unlike Australia as it may seem.  Many beginnings had been made 
before March 1996, as the much-abused former minister Robert Tickner reminds us in 
his survey of the last period of light before the present Dark Ages, Taking a Stand 
(2001).  A steady evolution is underway among Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
organisations and communities.  The work on an indigenous ‘social justice package’ 
embodied in three reports of early 1995 has evolved into the political and policy 
consensus evident in Patrick Dodson’s 1999 Lingiari lecture (see Arena Magazine No. 
45) and the substance of the papers on the treatynow.org website. 
 
Meanwhile, in the national press we have a nearly hysterical debate led – or incited – 
by various professional non-indigenous mischief-makers perhaps driven so fiercely by 
awareness that their time is short, that the friendly climate of Howardism will not last 
forever.  These persons wisely mouth rich platitudes about European culture, the 
small talk and conventional wisdom of London parks a century ago, and from within 
their own smugness find outsiders wanting or less fortunate.  While they might make 
a delightful backdrop in a novel by Woolf or Beckett, they mean nothing today.  Self-
congratulation is their game, not problem-solving. 
 
Other commentators are genuinely concerned about social distress in many 
indigenous living areas.  They try decently to work around the false and arbitrary 
divide of the autonomy vs. assimilation argument thrust upon us.  Because its basic 
text by Partington was a crude caricature of the late HC ‘Nugget’ Coombs’ thinking 
and writing, some of us assumed it a mere ephemeral annoyance.  Apparently not. 
 
However, we should not need to fret.  There is a genuine practical respected morally 
authoritative and socially authentic Aboriginal and Islander leadership in Australia, 
both nationally and regionally.  They have familiar names like Dodson, Langton, 
Clark, Ross, O’Donoghue, Yu, Mansell, Pearson, Huggins, Yunupingu and many 
others on the mainland – plus a concentration of other talents from the tiny islands of 
Torres Strait.  These persons are at home in both city and remote areas, and in both 
indigenous and non-indigenous society.  They can speak to us, they can teach us, and 
they can lead us in the essential ‘negotiation’ – because no other word does justice to 
the process required – between indigenous and non-indigenous Australia.  A ragged 
and implicit negotiation has been proceeding, of course, with people walking over 
bridges rather than speaking across tables. 
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The problem is that some white politicians or ‘leaders’ find it convenient to keep this 
indigenous leadership outside the door.  Like the weakest and worst governments 
everywhere they rely on using division, innuendo, and scapegoating to hold office 
because they lack the vision or moral authority to lead.  So we have the absurd 
situation of a host of strong indigenous leaders from Tasmania to Torres Strait, and 
Cape York to Alice Springs to Perth, ready and willing to take on the job which 
whites are loudly saying needs to be done. 
 
The problem is not a lack of talent or ideas or will on the indigenous side, but petty 
foolishness in non-indigenous high places.  How many more Australian elections, 
regionally or nationally, must be fought employing closet racism as a tactic before 
everyone is ready to get serious?  Instead of railing at indigenous people trying merely 
to survive, white voices of conscience might better address their own leaders.  It will 
take time and determination to work through the national indigenous agenda and the 
many desperate problems on the ground.  Meanwhile, it is not Aboriginal or Islander 
leaders who refuse to come to the table. 
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